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from a scrap book in the Archive at the Boat Museum.
It contains more images of Skipton from the 1930s to
the 1960s, as well as from elsewhere on the canal.

The Sirius, owned by Ben Walls, taking a Skipton
church outing for a trip along the canal. The date
is probably in the late 1930s, and the photo comes

Canal Heritage Weekend, Skipton
Saturday 4th – Sunday 5th May 2002
Skipton is the venue for our next Canal Heritage
Weekend, and the Airedale Cruising Club will be having
their 50th Anniversary celebrations at the same time. The
ex-working boats will be moored in the Springs Branch
which is one of the more photogenic canal sites.
On Friday 3rd there will be an evening guided walk
around Skipton, possibly looking at the history of local
pubs. From 7-30pm Saturday evening there will be a pie
& pea supper with music in the Black Horse, price £2-50.

For both of these, please contact BW on 01274 611303 so
they will have some idea of the number of people. There
will be guided walks at 2-00pm on both days, around the
town on Saturday, and along the Canal Trail on Sunday.
There will also be the usual stalls, clog dancing, music,
ropework demonstrations, children’s activities, etc. An
exhibition about the canal in Skipton will be on display
in Craven Museum, and an early-evening slide show
featuring the local canal is being arranged.
For up-to-date information nearer the time phone
BW on 01274 611303.
Stop Press
The society has been awarded a grant from the
Waterways Trust to fund the purchase of sound recording
equipment. We will soon be able to offer this to those
who are interested in recording the memories of former
canal workers and others with a long interest in the canal.
Contact a committee member for more details.
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EVENTS, HAPPENINGS AND REQUESTS
7.Our role as a Society was discussed. Should we be a
campaigning group? It was generally felt that, while
most of the ideas were good, none can work unless
other members offer their services. The committee
works hard on events, publicity and education and
feel they are unable (not unwilling) to take on more
commitments.
8.Finally - on an optimistic note - we have decided there
is no need to raise the price of subscriptions!

A.G.M. - November 2001 at Blackburn
Library.
The A.G.M. for 2001 was held in the Blackburn Library
and this year Mike Clarke, Marilyn Freear and Marilyn
Sumner stood down as Chairman, Treasurer and Secretary.
But as there were no new nominations from the floor, all
have agreed to continue in these positions.
Marilyn Freear would like a member to consider
taking over the post of Treasurer.
There was a good deal of discussion during the
afternoon, and there are many issues, both the committee
and the members feel should be addressed.
1.Despite our best efforts at providing a good guided
walks programme, very few members attended these.
Mike Clarke wondered if it was worth the effort in
organising events for so few people. This was true
also of the grass cutting at Bank Newton.
2.Mike Clarke concluded his chairman’s report with
a plea to all members to get more involved with all
events, not just the Heritage Weekend. He feels his
time could be more productively spent on his other
voluntary work than on organising a society whose
members do not wish to take any part in activities.
Members: Ask yourselves, can we afford to be without
him!
3.It was suggested we make more use of local radio for
publicity. While we all agreed this was a good idea, it
may not go ahead through lack of volunteers with time
(and confidence) to take on this job. Any offers?
4.Future Heritage Boat Weekends will attempt to fulfill
the differing needs of boat members, i.e. some prefer
low-key small events with an emphasis on campaigning
for improvements on the canal. Others feel a larger
event will help to promote the canal within the area.
Members with 72 foot boats asked to be considered as
some venues are inaccessible. Mike Clarke suggested
we have a three-year projection to accommodate
this.
5.A large part of the afternoon’s discussion was taken
over by concerns for the canal and its environs. While
we (mostly) agreed that working parties to cut back
branches or do small maintenance tasks would be
helpful, some members urged caution. We do not
wish British Waterways to take us for granted.
6.Vandalism and hooliganism have caused problems
in many areas this year, especially near large towns.
Members were urged to ring the local Police after everv
incident, and also to inform Peter Worden on 01254
59558, as he is compiling an incident’s register. We
are to ask British Waterways to put local Police Station
numbers in the boat users handbook and leaflets.

Recording Canal-related Problems
As mentioned above, we are asking all users of the canal
to contact the police if they are subjected to physical or
verbal abuse.At the AGM, it was thought that too many
boaters feel that this is a waste of time, but the more
incidents that are reported, the less they can be ignored.
Peter Worden has offered to compile a register of incidents
to have some evidence to present when discussing these
problems with the authorities. If you do experience any
problems of this nature, ring Peter on 01254 59558. Be
prepared to leave a telephone contact number, and if Peter
is not able to answer the phone - it is his business number
- he will ring you back. If this is difficult, then write to Peter
at : 61/63 St. James Street, Blackburn, BB1 6BA. Please
note: Peter doen’t wish to hear about verbal abuse from
‘psychologically challenged’ fishermen!
Because of problems with local youths, access by boat
to Wigan flight has again been restricted to 11-00 am to
1-00pm. The more incidents that can be reported, the
more likely it this that the finance to address this problem
will be found by local authorities, etc.

British Waterways
Their Wigan Office is being moved to White Bear
Marina fir the time being. An office at Wigan is still
considered important, and a new office will be opened
in conjunction with developments at Wigan Pier,
possibly in the former dockyard buildings opposite the
old offices.
In Liverpool, the prefered line for the canal link to the
South Docks was in front of the Liver Building, and this
scheme is being further developed, together with a plan
for the water space within the South Docks.
Towpath improvements not funded directly from
BW include those in the Leeds/Bradford area, at Walton
Summit and Botany Bay, and around Wigan, amounting
to around £0.5 million.
A new leisure guide has been published, and the canalside
information panels are being upgraded and improved. The
Waterway Code for the L&LC is also being renewed. The
Society is being promoted in all of these initiatives. We are
also working with BW on education resources.
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From the Society’s Camera
Left: The July Walk from Barden to Colne Road
Bridge, Burnley. This view is of Colne Road Bridge,
the site of the Burnley terminus of the canal from
1796 to 1801. There was a short arm and warehouse
close to the bridge.
Below: Members of the society once again helped the
lock keeper at Bank Newton to remove the hay from
the wild flower meadow he is creating alongside the
locks. Next year we expect the work to be easier as he
is looking into the possibility of having the hay baled
first. The hat needs removing so that the nutrition in
the soil is reduced which encourages wild flowers.

This is the largest such study to have been undertaken
by BW, and is much needed to address the lack of
development initiatives alongside the canal, particularly
in East Lancashire. The time-scale for such a large project
is comparatively short, so if you have any comments or
suggestions concerning improvements to land alongside
the banks of the canal, send your ideas to the BW Burnley
Office, Lower House Lane, Rose Grove, BB12 6HU, 01282
456978.

Next year sees a number of waterway events in the
north-west, with Anderton Lift opening in the Spring, the
Commonwealth Games and the opening of the Rochdale
Canal in July and the IWA National Rally in Huddersfield
in August. On the L&LC, besides our Heritage Weekend,
there is the Mersey River Festival and the Ribble Link
opening in June and the Wigan Jazz Festival in July. More
information about these events can be obtained from
your local BW office.
This year, a Canal Corridor Study is being undertaken
for the whole of the Lancashire section of the canal. It
will start with East Lancashire, and then be extended to
West Lancashire later in the year. This is partly funded
by the NW Regional Development Agency, and a team
will be based at BW’s Burnley office.
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LEEDS AND LIVERPOOL, TRENCHERFIELD MILL, SKIPTON, BINGLEY FIVE RISE, FOULRIDGE TUNNEL,
BLACKBURN, STANLEY DOCK, GANNOW TUNNEL, BURNLEY, WIGAN FLIGHT, JOHNSONS HILLOCK,
GARGRAVE, BARROWFORD, APPLEY BRIDGE, NELSON, BANK NEWTON, EAST MARTON, CHORLEY, RUFFORD
BRANCH, LEIGH BRANCH, PARBOLD, PLANK LANE LIFT BRIDGE, BURSCOUGH, TARLETON, DOUGLAS
VALLEY, ADLINGTON, ABRAM, WITHNELL FOLD, WHEELTON, RISHTON, HAPTON, CHURCH, KEIGHLEY,
SHIPLEY, SILSDEN, RODLEY

Rosie Lorenz, one of our younger
members, has sent this word-square for
you to solve. All the names are places
along the canal. She has also sent this
drawing of the swans at Bedford Basin,
Leigh, where she and her family live
on board the ex-Aire & Calder flyboat
Pauline.
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June Huntingdon, a local historian in Accrington, is
interested in geneaology. I asked her to look for canal-related
people on the CD version of the 1891 Census. She typed the
word 'canal' and in threw up 1679 entries that contain the
word - some examples being: Canal boatman, canal street,
canal wharf, canal WHouse foreman, Canal yard, Canal
clerk, Railway and canal flatman, Boatman canal (barge),
Canal at Stanley Locks (Liverpool), Canal Bank (lockkeeper
on canal), Canal porter Inland, Clerk in canal office.
This is a typical example:
Dwelling: 63 Chisenhale St, Liverpool
Marr Age
Sex
Birthplace
Henry JACKSON, M, 49, M, Liverpool
Rel: Head; Occupation: Canal Boatman (Barge)
Ellen JACKSON, M, 48, F, Lathom, Lancashire
Rel: Wife; Occ: Steer Woman (Bargemans)
Alice JACKSON, U, 17, F, Burscough, Lancashire
Rel: Daur; Occ: Steer Woman Assistant
Catherine JACKSON, U, 15, F, Burscough,
Lancashire
Rel: Daur; Occ: Housekeeper
Elizabeth JACKSON, U, 13, F, Halsall, Lancashire
Rel: Daur; Occ: Servant Domc
Martha JACKSON, U, 8, F, Halsall, Lancashire
Rel: Daur; Occ: Scholar
Henry JACKSON, U, 5, M, Halsall, Lancashire
Rel: Son; Occ: Scholar
Dwelling: 4 Ho 1 Court Harold St
Marr Age Sex Birthplace
Thomas TAYLOR M 25 M St Helens, Lancashire
Rel: Head; Occ: Captain Of Flat On Canal
(Waterman)
Margaret TAYLOR M 28 F West Derby, Lancashire

These photos come from a news-cuttings book in
the Archive at The Boat Museum. They illustrate what
must be a really good article about boating on the
L&LC around 1910/20, but unfortunately most of the
text is missing. One section describes the boatmen:
‘Men wear blue jerseys and baggy trousers, … with a
velvet waistcoat over all, the women are blue-kirtled
and wear black sun bonnets, from which their …
faces peep in marked contrast”. Does anyone know
where the article was published?
The photos also raise a few questions. Were they
posed, or did families eat in the hold in fine weather,
and did they use the proven box as a table? Washing 5

clothes on a L&L boat is also an unusual subject, and
a second photo appears on page 8.
The scrap book may have been put together by
one of the Turner family who came from Tarleton,
but settled to work on the canal in Yorkshire where
several were carpenters or boatbuilders. The book
is dated 1934.

Old newspaper reports, such as this from around
1900, can often provide useful information. But always
be aware that they can also keep re-cycling incorrect
details, and this is still a problem - how can you be
certain that information on the Internet is correct?
6

The above photos were sent in by member J. A.
Oldfield. The upper two are of Derek Bent on Ambush
which has recently been used on contracting works
as well as coal and gas deliveries.

The lower two photos are of Ribble with owners
Reg and Barry Lawson from Burscough, assisted
by Alan Holden, on their trip to Leeds. Many of the
Lawson family worked on the canal, and it is good to
see them reviving their memories in such a suitable

Mileposts and Bridge Numbers
British Waterways’ Burnley section is currently
purchasing 160 bridge number plates and a selection
of mile, half-mile and quarter-mile posts. One result of
the Society’s survey work is that we are helping them to
pinpoint those which are missing in Lancashire, a survey
in Yorkshire having been undertaken by the local IWA
some years ago. Geoff Rothwell has been assisting BW
with organising the castings.
The bridge numbers are considered to be the priority,
and the installation of the mileposts will only take place
as money becomes available. However, one will be

installed as the new half-way marker at Church, part of
the local community project which has been mentioned
in previous editions. Chrysallis Arts, based alongside the
canal at Gargrave, have been commissioned to produce a
design, and they have been working with children from
local schools to obtain their ideas.
The half-way post, fitted with suitable mileage plates,
will be funded by the society. Does anyone have any
suggestions for places where missing mileposts could
usefully be replaced? Perhaps the society can undertake
the installation of one or two.
7

In the second of Alan Holden articles, he continues to look at boating around East Lancashire.

COAL BOATING SINGLE-HANDED ON THE BURNLEY LENGTH
by Alan Holden
and then close it after his boat had gone through.
I wish this practice was still in use today!!!!
Working Swing Bridges.
Church and Whin Isles Swing Bridge
1. The boat dropped to the side, ‘out of gear with the stern
out a bit, and the long shaft left on the ground.
2. The boat passing through and pulling the bridge shut
with the long shaft or the rope on the hand rail and
around the towing bollard.
Altham Swing Bridge
1. Drop to the side with the boat, get on to the bridge,
up with the catch and to give it a bit of a start cross the
bridge to the other end. One good push and hopefully it
will open, if not the boat will push it open!
2. As you pass through, just give the side of the bridge at
the arm end, a bit of a thump with the stem end of the
boat, and so that you don’t stop the swing, steer the stern
end over to the towpath side and straightening up when
you have passed the swinging end of the bridge.
Arriving at Bank Hall, the boatman would take his
boat up the arm ‘Branch Canal’, stern first - backwards
- so that the boat was ready for loading and facing the
right way after the loading was complete. When loading, a
boatman would always load his boat an inch or two by the
head, i.e. 4' 0" deep forward, 3' 9" deep at the aft end. This
helps the boat to travel through the water at its maximum
efficiency, as when underway the push of the fan and the
draw of the water under and around the stern end would
pull the boat down level.
Steering a loaded boat is slightly different than steering
an empty boat. Firstly, with now drawing a deeper draft
the boatman has to slow down before passing through
bridges. He would slow the engine’s revs down to tick-over
when the boat was about a boats length before the bridge
- boatmen always measured everything in boat’s lengths or
widths!* As the boat passed through the bridge and was a
quarter way out, he would lift up the lever, power on, and
away. The point of keeping the engine on tick-over until
the boat was a beam’s length out of the bridge hole was
to allow a flow of water to get around and under the boat.
On other place that the boatman would slow down was at
places where the canal was shallow, experience would tell
him where these places were!
N.B. A boat will only travel through the water at a
speed the depth and cross-section of water will allow,
more power or a bigger engine will result only in the boat
sitting on the bottom of the canal and the engine just

Swing Bridges
At Church the bridge swings to wards Blackburn, so
the trick was to slow down out of gear and drop the boat
to the side. As the boat rubs to a halt within 10 feet of
the bridge, let the stern swing out a bit then take the long
shaft, walk along the deck on the towpath side, jump off
and walk up to the bridge. Swing bridges at that time were
not locked and had a wooden beam like a large boat’s tiller
with a catch: -Lift the catch and give the bridge a push, then
walk back across to the towpath and continue to open it
fully using the long shaft. Still with the long shaft, push
the bow of the boat into the bridge, walk to the stern and
push the stern off; into gear and away. If the bridge had
to be closed, (some were left off; i.e. open, all day) it could
be done by pulling it hack with the long shaft or putting
a rope around the hand rail and pulling it to as the boat
goes through the bridge hole.
At the two swing bridges on the other side of Claytonle-Moors, near Atham, these swing the other way, the trick
here was to let the boat drop to the towpath side out of gear.
As she came to a halt, nip along the deck to the bow end
and jump off onto the towpath, over the bridge, up with the
catch then just a push to give it a start. Back over the bridge
to the towpath end, another push so the bridge hopefully
swings almost open, then back to the boat to give it a push
at the bow then at the stern end before stepping aboard,
into gear and through the bridge. If the bridge had not
swung fully open the boat would have pushed it open.
To close the bridge behind you would mean steering the
boat through a bit off centre, so that as the boat straightens,
the stern end would hit the side of the bridge near the arm,
thus giving it a shove that hopefully would at least part
close it. In those days all farm swing bridges had a chain
fixed to the underside of the bridge and the towpath. It
would lie along the bottom of the canal so that if the bridge
was left open, and the farmer wanted to use it, he could
close it by pulling it shut with the chain.
Swing bridges in Yorkshire: Skipton length ‘Custom
and Practice.’
During the days of canal transport it was the custom
and practice at swing bridges, that if at a swing bridge,
as a boat was passing through, and another boat arrived
travelling in the opposite direction, the mate who had
opened the bridge would jump back aboard his boat as
it passed through, leaving the bridge open for the other
boat. When the boat passed through the bridge, the mate
of the other boat would jump off his boat onto the bridge
8

to page 10.

Near the top of Wigan flight was the ironworks of Wigan
Coal & Iron Company, which closed in the 1930s. These
are two early 20th century photos of the area.
Above is the railway bridge at the fourth lock, with
what is possibly part of the coke ovens. The bridge
abutments can still be seen today.
On the left is the 11th lock, with the chimnies of the
works behind. The large mound is still there today and
was made by tipping the slag from the iron furnaces.
If you look today, you can see the rounded-bottom
shape of the wagons which carried the slag for tipping.
The railway bridge was removed about twenty years
ago, the lock nearest it being where boat Wharf
went through the bottom gates travelling downhill.
It was stuck for a week, and its gunwhales had to be
removed before the boat could be extracted.

Two more photos from the article
about the L&LC. Above is the
second washing-day illustration.
On the right is a picture of the lock
into the Douglas at Dean. You can
still find the lock today, but it has
been filled in. The locks to Wigan
are behind the lock house. This
lock was probably used for access
to coal wharfs until around 1900.
9

the bow into the middle of the canal. Then walk down the
deck side trailing the long shaft with the hook in the water,
replace the shaft on the top of the coal. Put the engine into
gear with just a bit of power on, then as the boat is two
thirds through the bridge, grab the long shaft and as the
boat is clearing the end of the bridge, put the hook of the
shaft around the end upright of the hand-rail on the fall
side of the bridge and give it a good pull… hopefully the
bridge will swing to!
Other thing to be wary of when steering: -Always keep
to what the boatman called the track - that is the channel
that was kept deep with the passing of loaded boats - don’t
cut the points, that is, keep near to the inside of a bend.
Always keep an eye open for other boats coming the
other way by looking across valleys or where the canal
bends round. If you see a boat corning the other way, you
can estimate where you could meet him and hopefully not
at that next bad bridge hole!
Tying the boat up.
Normally you would tie up with two ropes, one forward
and one aft.
Always tie a double noose over the timber head
(bollard) around the stump or through the pin on the
bank, then back to the timber head, and finish with an
under and over hitch.
Another way but a bit more temporary was to put
the noose over the pin on the end of the bow beam Then
around the stump or ring on the towpath, with a bit of bite.
Now back to the pin on the stern beam and then an under
and over hitch around the pin. This way of tying is quick
and handy and ties the boat in a way that stops it moving
backwards and forwards.
Using a rope with the help of the wind, that’s if it’s
blowing the right way!
If the canal has the width to turn the boat around and
there is some wind blowing along the canal, untie the rope
at the end of the boat not facing the wind. Put the noose
on the timber head of the boat on the outside, walk to
the other end of the boat, untie the rope, coil up and put
away handy, then give the end of the boat a bit of a push
so that it catches the wind. Walk hack to the other end and
pick up the loose end of the rope, flick it over the bow or
stern post which ever end it may be and allowing a bit of
slack put it over your shoulder (the shoulder opposite the
boat). Then lean forward but take the strain and slowly
walk forward with very short steps in a sideways motion
- very much like the foot movements when legging a boat
through a tunnel - keep walking forwards but keeping an
eye as to the position of the boat. When the boat has swung
two thirds round, flick the rope off the timber head, coil
the rope up and put away handy, then give that end of
the boat a bit of a shove before stepping aboard. This will

wasting the water away.
Another point when steering a loaded boat was to keep
an eye on the bow of the boat. With a deeper draft the effect
of the water flowing around and under the boat has more
effect on how the boat handles. A part of the canal where it
is a bit shallower at one side will have the effect of making
the boat pull to one side and will cause the boat to make
a driver ‘steer’ across the canal. The stern end will have
the effect of being sucked to one side and the bow steering
across in the opposite direction.
Tackling swing bridges when loaded.
The swing bridges at Altham swung towards Burnley,
so the trick here is to slow down, out of gear into neutral,
let the bow of the boat drop to the towpath side with the
stem off about 3ft. Nip along the deck side with the long
shaft, at the bridge put the shaft down on the towpath, then
over the bridge, up with the catch and give it a bit of a start,
back across the bridge, another good push with the shaft
at the other end, back on the boat with the shaft, push the
bow end away into the middle of the channel, then walk
aft trailing the shaft with the hook in the water to the stern
end. Replace the long shaft across the coal, with the hook
on top of the coal, and the other end on top of the engine
house for handiness. Then into gear and a bit of power
on, not too much so that the boat nicely creeps through
the bridge. Then as the stern end comes alongside the end
of the swing bridge that goes to the towpath end, get the
long shaft, grab the top hand-rail and pull the bridge shut
behind you!
The method I prefer to use was taking the ‘handy stern
tying up rope’, put the noose over the towing bollard, pass
the other end over the hand-rail back to the boat, give it a
bit of length, then take a turn around the towing bollard.
This will have the effect of towing the bridge closed. With
the bridge now swinging, take the turn of the rope off; take
the noose off the bollard and pull the slack rope hack. Try
not to let the rope drop in the water, ‘wet ropes in Winter
are no joke!’ The bridge finishes swinging with the arm
knocking the catch up and ‘click’, the bridge is shut.
Now the other two bridges at Winn Isles (officially
known as Rileys by the canal company) and Church swing
towards Blackburn, the trick here is to do the same again.
Slow down, out of gear - ‘neutral’, let the bow drop to the
towpath side with the stern about 3ft. from the side. Nip
along the deck side (towpath side) with the long shaft, up
to the bridge then put the long shaft down on the bank,
over the bridge up with the catch and give the bridge a bit
of a start. Then back over the bridge to the other end, give
it another shove and finish opening it fully with the long
shaft, making sure that it doesn’t bounce back, as you can’t
shove it open with the boat when loaded as its too low in
the water! Now hack to the boat with the long shaft, shove
10

A photo of Rileys swing bridge around 1900, with
a well-decorated square-sterned boat having just
passed through. The boatman has just swung the
bridge back and is walking along the towpath to
catch the horse, while another horse watches from

the fields. This view has changed considerably, as a
weaving shed was built in front of the houses just
before the First World War. The chimneys in the
background were used by a local brick yard.

straighten the boat up. If you are just swinging the boat
around to re-tie it to free the other way, juwst let the boat
drop to the side with the wind after re-tying at the end you
have just pulled it around.
Turning the boat around is referred to as “wan’in” by
the boatmen not “winding” - wrong pronunciation!
Bow Hauling.
To bow haul, put the rope over the shoulder opposite
the canal, if there is any slack in the rope just coil it up and
keep hold of it. Now lean forward keeping the shoulder
with the rope over it a bit forward, then walk forward
taking short sideways steps. Take the foot opposite the
shoulder with the rbpe over it forward until the heel has
just passed the toe of the other foot, then put the foot
across the other foot and place on the ground, now take
the other foot and place it just passed the other and repeat
the movement.
If you have to bow haul any distance, the longer the
rope the better.
Note: Always treat your ropes like a joiner or mechanic
treats his tools. Ropes to a boatman are in a way, his form
of tools.
Always coil a rope clockwise and always try to keep
them dry and clean, and put coiled up rope away but

handy, i.e. coiled up on the cabin top.
Shafts and Boat hooks.
The long shaft was 20' 0" long and about 2' 0" thick. One
end had a pad and the other the hook. The pad was made
of turned wood and the hook came in one of three types:
2. A horseboat shaft hook, with not so much curve so
that it can be stabbed into the ground for pulling on.

*The boatman measures his boat by dividing its
length from the stern to the forward bulkhead, then the
hold was divided into three parts; forward bulkhead to
bow beam; bow beam to aft or stern beam; stern beam
to aft bulkhead; then aft bulkhead to stern post.
So the measurement would be a boat or boat’s length
= 60' 0", a boat’s width =14' 3"
A beam’s length would be the measurement between
one beam to the other. A boatman would say on moving
his boat a short length, that “I’ve moved the boat a beam’s
length or two beam’s lengths.”
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EVENTS & GUIDED WALKS
Sunday: 13th January 2002

Saturday 13th July 2002
Wigan Jazz Festival’s canal day.

Meet 10-30 at Plox Brow, Town End swing bridge,
Tarleton (Rufford Branch). Visit to boatyard and Douglas Navigation remnants.

Sunday: 10th February 2002

Sunday: 14th July 2002
Meet 11-00 at Apperley Bridge, British Waterways
yard, Dobson Locks for walk to Shipley.

Meet 10-30 at Shipley Wharf in Noble Comb pub car
park, near junction of A652/B6151. Walk to Dowley
Gap or Bingley.

Sunday: 11th August 2002
Meet 11-00 at top of Bank Newton locks for walk to
East Marton.

Thursday: 14th February 2002

Sunday: 8th September 2002
Meet 11-00 at Parbold Bridge for walk to Dean
Locks.

Talk about the history of the Leeds & Liverpool
Canal; arranged through Hyndburn Local History
Society, starting at 7-30pm at Accrington Library.

Sunday: 13th October 2002
Meet 11-00 at Kirkstall Brewery Bridge No.222 for
walk to Newlay.

Sunday: 10th March 2002
Meet 10-30 at car park opposite village hall Gargrave,
Nr. Skipton for walk to Bank Newton.

Saturday 9th November 2002
AGM, short walk beforehand in the morning, venue
to be announced.

Sunday: 14th April 2002
Meet 11-00 at Clayton-le-Moors, Enfield Warehouse,
Blackburn Road (A678) for walk to Altham.

Sunday 8th December 2002
Meet 11-00 at Litherland Bridge for walk towards
Liverpool.

Thursday: 25th April 2002
Talk about the history of the Leeds & Liverpool
Canal; arranged through Barnoldswick Local History
Society, starting at 7-30pm at Barnoldswick Library.

Sunday: 12th January 2003
Meet 11-00 at Johnson’s Hillock Top Lock for walk to
Riley Green.

Saturday & Sunday: 4-5th May 2002

Sunday: 9th February 2003
Meet 11-00 at Bingley 5-Rise for walk to
Stockbridge.

Canal Heritage Weekend, Skipton, in conjunction
with BW Canal Festival and 50th anniversary of
Craven Cruising Club.
There will be walks at 2-00pm on both days.

Sunday: 9th March 2003
Meet 11-00 at Foulridge Wharf for walk to
Salterforth.

Sunday: 9th June 2002
Meet 11-00 at Scarisbrick Bridge (A570) for walk to
Haskayne and Downholland.

Sunday: 13th April 2003
Meet 11-00 at Leigh Bridge for walk to Dover Locks.

14th-17th June 2002
Mersey River Festival

Enjoy and discover the canal’s history with other society
members on our approximately 5 mile long walks. They
begin at 11.00am, unless stated above. There is usually a
pub nearby for lunch or just bring a packed lunch.

Sunday 23 June 2002
‘Walk on Water’, a national fund-raising walk for
charities: The Waterways Trust and a school for
visually-impaired children in Africa.
Contact BW on 01257 481054.
rd

For further information about walks contact
Mike Hustler on: 01282 816476

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Chairman (& Newsletter Ed.)
Mike Clarke, 41 Fountain Street, Accrington, BB5 0QR.
01254 395848, email: mike.clarke@zen.co.uk
Secretary
Marilyn Sumner, 152 Tower Hill Road, Upholland,
Nr. Wigan, WN8 0DT. 01695 632089, email:
MarilynLesley@aol.com
Treasurer
Marilyn (and John) Freear, Worsley Dry Dock, Worsley
Road, Worsley, M28 2WN. 0161 728 4211

Mike Hustler, 10 Meadow Way, Barnoldswick, BB18
6HP. 01282 816476
John Stott, 22 Bracken Ghyll Drive, Silsden, BD20
9QT. 01535 656649
Alan Holden, 48 Marlborough Road, Accrington,
BB5 6AY. 01254 232759
David & Isabel Shuttleworth, Southbank, 32 Old
Hollins Hill, Guiseley, LS20 8EW. 01943 873863
Geoff & Margaret Rothwell, 86 Lower Manor Lane,
Burnley, BB12 0EF. 01282 702249
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